
Current Pasts
is a collaborative exhibition of Ivan Grubanov and Vangelis Vlahos curated by Daphne
Vitali for the National Museum of Contemporary Art in Athens. The show is
accompanied by written contributions of Daphne Vitali, Peter Vermeersch and Vit
Havranek. Vangelis Vlahos and Ivan Grubanov often draw their material from recent
sociopolitical and historical events. They retrieve, assemble and transform official
historical records, shifting the center of the narrative in an attempt to offer relevant
interpretations, but mainly to re-examine whether the collective memory of the past
continues to influence and shape the way we perceive the present.

Vangelis Vlahos' new work Foreign archaeologists from standing to bending position
(2012) consists of fifty three photo images of archaeologists who have worked in Greece
over the last sixty years. The artist discovered the pictures in the archives of various
Foreign Archaeological Schools operating in Greece as private cultural institutions.
Vlahos focuses on images whose chronology places them within the bounds of Modern
Greek history and depict archaeologists at work, studying, measuring, examining, and
surveying the progress of work on the excavations carried out in Greece. In this concept,
the foreigner coming to Greece to undertake and supervise work on a certain project is
mirroring Greece's current status as a nation under scrutiny by foreign technocrats,
economists, and politicians. On the other hand, Vlahos' work is a study on the nature of
the archaeologist's findings –which are indeed so integral to the meaning of the past
itself– as much as it is an evaluation of the weight attached to archaeological sites as
signifiers of Greek identity.

Ivan Grubanov’s Smokescreens (2012) consist of drawings created by controlling the
effect of smoke on fresh layers of paint on paper. In the original military connotation,
smokescreen refers to a mass of artificial smoke used to conceal soldierly operations
from enemies’ line of sight. In a wider context, smokescreen can signify an action or
statement used to camouflage, mislead or obscure actual plans, movements or intentions.
Each drawing comes with a short phrase, usually of a sociopolitical content, which the
artist has excerpted from non-institutional blogs. Moreover, the work's title can also be
seen as a comment on the mechanisms of repression used against current expressions of
social discontent, as well as on the tactics of deception politics employes to influence
public opinion.

Also featured is Grubanov's work Dead Flags (2011), an installation consisting of the old
and faded flags of the Communist Party of the former Yugoslavia and other socialist
republics,which the artist collected from old cultural institutions and schools, drawing,
like another archaeologist, evidence of the decline of political ideologies.












































